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Epistemology and Probability: Bohr, Heisenberg, Schr?dinger, and the Nature of Quantum-Theoretical ThinkingSpringer, 2009

	The book offers an exploration of the relationships between epistemology and probability in the work of Niels Bohr, Werner Heisenberg, and Erwin Schrödinger; in quantum mechanics; and in modern physics as a whole. It also considers the implications of these relationships and of quantum theory itself for our understanding of the nature of...
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Space and Astronomy Experiments (Facts on File Science Experiments)Facts on File, 2009
The field of space and astronomy is devoted to the study of the heavenly bodies, their behavior, and characteristics. As the oldest natural science, knowledge of astronomy has come from some of the world's greatest scientists, including Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler, Newton, and Einstein. Astronomy experiments are not only historically important,...
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Black Hole Physics - Basic Concepts and New Developments (Fundamental Theories of Physics)Springer, 1998
It is not an exaggeration to say that one of the most exciting predictions of Einstein's theory of gravitation is that there may exist "black holes": putative objects whose gravitational fields are so strong that no physical bodies or signals can break free of their pull and escape. The proof that black holes do exist, and an analysis of...
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Fluid SimulationAK Peter, 2008

	This book is designed to give the reader a practical introduction to fluid
	simulation for graphics. The field of fluid dynamics, even just in animation,
	is vast and so not every topic will be covered, and many wonderful papers
	will sadly be passed over in the hope of distilling the essentials; this is
	far from a thorough survey. The...
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Einstein Relatively Simple: Our Universe RevealedWorld Scientific Publishing, 2014

	Einstein Relatively Simple brings together for the first time an exceptionally clear explanation of both special and general relativity. It is for people who always wanted to understand Einstein's ideas but never thought they could.


	Told with humor, enthusiasm, and rare clarity, this entertaining book reveals how a former high...
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Relativity DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2005

	The theory of relativity stands out as one of the greatest achievements in science. The “special theory”,which did not include gravity,was put forward by Einstein in 1905 to explain many troubling facts that had arisen in the study of electricity and magnetism. In particular, his postulate that the speed of light in vacuum is the...
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Analytic Hyperbolic Geometry And Albert Einstein's Special Theory Of RelativityWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
This book presents a powerful way to study Einstein's special theory of relativity and its underlying hyperbolic geometry in which analogies with classical results form the right tool. It introduces the notion of vectors into analytic hyperbolic geometry, where they are called gyrovectors.
  Newtonian velocity addition is the common vector...
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Why Does E=mc2?: (And Why Should We Care?)Da Capo Press, 2009

The most accessible, entertaining, and enlightening explanation of the best-known physics equation in the world, as rendered by two of today’s leading scientists.

Professor Brian Cox and Professor Jeff Forshaw go on a journey to the frontier of 21st century science to consider the real meaning behind the iconic sequence of...
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Learning Einstein Analytics: Unlock critical insights with Salesforce  Einstein AnalyticsPackt Publishing, 2018

	Learn to confidently setup and create app, lenses, dashboards using Salesforce Einstein Analytics.


	Key Features

	
		Explore Einstein analytics on desktop as well as mobile platforms
	
		Turn data into smarter sales with Einstein Analytics for Sales
	
		Visualize your data with...
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Physics For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2004
Does just thinking about the laws of motion make your head spin? Does studying electricity short your circuits? Do the complexities of thermodynamics cool your enthusiasm?
    Thanks to this book, you don’t have to be Einstein to understand physics. As you read about Newton’s Laws, Kepler’s Laws, Hooke’s Law, Ohm’s...
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Physics Workbook For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2007
Do you have a handle on basic physics terms and concepts, but your problem-solving skills could use some static friction? Physics Workbook for Dummies helps you build upon what you already know to learn how to solve the most common physics problems with confidence and ease.
    Physics Workbook for Dummies gets the ball...
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Streetsmart Financial Basics for Nonprofit ManagersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Praise for Streetsmart Financial Basics for Nonprofit Managers, Third Edition


	"Tom McLaughlin is a proven master at making the daunting concepts of nonprofit financial management clear and engaging. This book is a superb introduction for new nonprofit executives, board members, and students. It is also an...
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